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EDITORIAL

THE LATEST NEWS ON IT TRENDS AND INNOVATIONS
Over the last few years, we’ve seen huge changes in our daily lives.
We’re shifting towards digitalization and all sectors are affected,
no exceptions: automotive, finance, education, insurance,
distribution channels. Digitalization is far from a small matter it’s now everywhere.
While this shift involves risks for well-established businesses, it also presents huge
opportunities. More and more companies are gaining market share in sectors that
they’ve only recently ventured into. With the connected devices sector in particular,
new players are reinventing and adding value to the most useless, outdated products.
In this context, it’s not a question of knowing how to innovate – everyone’s doing
that – but how to innovate faster than everyone else. The cloud is one of the solutions.
Since 2010, OVH has been innovating to ensure that businesses benefit from everything
that the cloud has to offer. As a result, this issue contains a comprehensive set of
articles covering the diverse cloud products available as a Service, which will enable
your business to go even further, even faster.
Best wishes,
Octave Klaba
CEO
oles@ovh.net

Follow me on Twitter
Join the conversation!

@olesovhcom
Jan. - Jun. 2014 | www.ovh.com |
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from runabove import Runabove
ak = ‘your_app_key’
as = ‘your_app_secret’
ck = ‘your_consumer_key’
region = ‘BHS-1’
container_name = ‘default’
object_name = ‘object_test’

Code

39

run = Runabove(ak, as, consumer_key=ck)
container = run.containers.create(region, container_name)
container.create_object(
object_name,
‘This is the content’,
content_type=’text/plain’
)
Jan. - Jun. 2014 | www.ovh.com |
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EVENT

OVH meets its clients

AROUND THE WORLD IN 19 DAYS
At the start of 2014, the web hosting provider embarked on the OVH World Tour - a series
of conference days, practical workshops, and exclusive interactions across 19 cities and eight
countries. The tour has helped the group realize its ambition of getting closer to its community
of clients and international partners.
Around 250 people showed up in each of the European
cities that the OVH World Tour called on. As the multinational is native to Roubaix (France), the tour kicked off in
neighboring Lille. Around 20 web hosting experts were
there to provide a variety of workshops and conferences.

Making way for OVH partners and clients
Dedicated to the latest innovations and strategic priorities of the group, the morning was punctuated by speeches
from major technical partners which have worked closely
with OVH for many years. Intel, Microsoft and VMware
discussed the collaborative R&D projects that have been
set up. For example, some projects include, OVH’s entry
into the Microsoft Cloud OS program, products powered
by Intel, and VSAN from VMware, which provides optimized storage for virtual environments.

A factual afternoon
During the afternoon, OVH experts took turns to present
over 20 workshops to the attendees. How do you manage
load peaks or set up a storage strategy? How do you adapt
your web hosting system to for SEO? So many questions
were put forward to the OVH product managers, sysadmins,
developers and SEO managers, who were able to provide
all the answers. According to the feedback received from
participants, these events were successful and enabled
everyone to get tons of fresh ideas on how to boost their
professional activities and improve their infrastructures.

From Lille to New York
After kicking off in France, the tour continues to move
on throughout Europe and overseas, with upcoming North
American dates in New York, Toronto and San Francisco.

To bring the morning session to a close, three local
entrepreneurs were invited on stage to talk about how
they use OVH products. Users of servers and Dedicated
Cloud alike all praised the OVH solutions for the added
value they bring to business.

80 %

of participants
surveyed found
the keynote interesting
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74 %

of participants surveyed
were satisfied with the
workshops we offered

■ Lorine Schieber

89 %

of participants surveyed
were satisfied with project
analysis sessions

EVENT

8/10

the overall rating
that participants surveyed
gave the OVH World Tour*

*Data collected between March and May 2014
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5

1. On stage, OVH experts took turns to comment on latest product news. 2. Alexandre Morel, Marketing and Communications
Director, led the keynote in Lille. 3. Adélaïde Moulière, Product Manager for hubiC and Public Cloud, on stage in Marseille.
4. The World Tour is an opportunity for exclusive interaction between OVH clients and collaborators. 5. OVH experts advising
clients during the break.
Jan. - Jun. 2014 | www.ovh.com |
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ADVICE

Upgrading your infrastructure in under an hour

Online Sellers:
How to Respond to Load Peaks
According to Fevad, 30 million French people plan to shop online in 2014.
For growing online traders and international sellers, this surplus could cause
their turnover to snowball and push their IT infrastructure to the max.
OVH deploys additional solutions to help you confront seasonal traffic spikes,
sometimes with a single mouse click.
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ADVICE

Increase the power of your infrastructure in
under an hour

Increased performances
in minutes

◊ Web Hosting: accessible and high
performance solutions

◊ Dedicated Cloud: resources “as a Service”

OVH Web Hosting solutions are based on a robust infrastructure built for high power. The OVH teams have renewed this
platform by developing their own load balancing technology.
It increases speed by spreading the load of website resources
across a server farm. This latest generation platform is
supported by a new range. “In less than one hour, you can
upgrade your web hosting service to the Performance offer.
It’s equipped with guaranteed available resources and has
been designed to support high activity, such as seasonal
increases that occur at the end of the year,” explained
Matthieu Carbonnier, Web Product Manager.

A one-off event, such as a TV report or an ad that plays
continuously on the radio, can cause an online seller to
face a sudden influx of visitors. In the event of needing
“to urgently modify your infrastructure, take advantage
of the responsiveness of your Dedicated Cloud. In under
five minutes, you can add additional host servers”, advised
Hélène Caraux, Cloud Product Manager.

◊ VPS: a scalable private server that adapts to
web usage
Virtual Private Servers (VPS) are flexible and designed
to support online growth, especially online selling, as
the VPS Cloud range can be delivered with a PrestaShop
distribution. “If you’re expecting your monthly transactions to increase, perhaps it’s time to scale up your offer
to benefit from more CPU, RAM and disk space”, recommended Maxime Hurtrel, Product Manager for VPS. You
can do this in a matter of minutes with total transparency,
using VMware technology.

The Performance range is also equipped with the CDN
solution on 17 global points of presence (PoPs), making it
possible to bring content and the user closer together and
speed up website access as a result. PHP-FPM technology
speeds up the PHP requests and consequently, the response
time of dynamic pages. This encourages users to spend
more time on the website and potentially buy something,
which is crucial, given that 40% of web users leave a page
if it hasn’t loaded within 3 seconds.

Hybrid infrastructure and load balancing

Additionally, “with the Performance offers, you will soon be
able to benefit from boost packages to temporarily increase the
CPU, RAM and disk space for a few days, a week or a month.
You will be able to apply this additional power within minutes”
,
Matthieu continued. This feature should be particularly appealing during seasonal sales.

No matter what their size, online sellers have access to a
range of solutions that can be combined to build a bespoke
infrastructure. “By adding a VPS to your stock of dedicated
servers, you won’t just benefit from additional backup, you
also get a flexible resource to balance the load”, explained
Alexandre Morel, Marketing Director.

◊ Dedicated Servers: servers delivered in
minutes

How? “Using solutions such as load balancing IP to
balance the load of your pool”, concludes Alexandre. “With
this option you can spread the traffic between your servers - not only your dedicated servers, but also the VPSs
and VMs on your Dedicated Cloud.” This way, you’re wellequipped to deal with an activity peak.

◊ As for dedicated servers, they are armed with 500 Mbps
bandwidth and up to 3000 Mbps burst to withstand traffic
spikes. “Our servers are delivered in 120 seconds and
can be rented on a monthly or weekly basis. You can also
add an OS, an environment and preinstalled software
solutions to scale up your infrastructure with ease”, said
Mehdi Bekkai, Product Manager for Dedicated Servers.

And for those lacking foresight in spite of all this, if your
server goes down bang in the middle of a critical period,
our Follow the Sun support teams are on standby 24/7/365!
■ Vivien Lemaire
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The OVH brands

So you Start and RunAbove:
two new planets in the OVH galaxy

15 years on from its creation, OVH now has a total of six brands.
So you Start and RunAbove being the latest to be added to OVH.
com. Other established brands include Kimsufi, OVH Telecom (only
available in France) and hubiC. So you Start dedicated servers are
designed for startups, SMEs and specialized use such as gaming.
RunAbove is a new range of extreme performance public cloud
solutions designed for developers, and DevOps.
Alexandre Morel, Marketing Director of the group,
reflects on these product releases and explains
how this new business ecosystem works.

Why these new brands?
T h e OV H.c om br a n d w a s
historically built around the
Web and Dedicated Universes;
web hosting solutions (shared
hosting, domains) and dedicated
s e r ve r s c ont i nu e to b e a n
important part of our strategy.
The brand later added ADSL and
VoIP Telecom solutions (France
only) to its line of products and
services, and since 2010, it has
largely been developed around
cloud technologies. OVH now has
over 30 solutions.
By communicating with our
client base of nearly 700,000
c l i e nt s , w e h a v e r e a l i z e d
that such a huge spectrum of
solutions brings newbies and
users from the general public
together with major businesses
and CIOs, all of which have
hugely different technological
and support needs. In order to
provide everyone with the best
and the most suitable solutions,
in 2012 we began dividing our
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products and services into four
universes aimed at different
usage categories: Web, Dedicated,
Cloud and Telecom. This approach
- focused on usage rather than
technology - has enabled us to
make our solutions easier to
understand. It has also allowed
us to increase the harmony
b et w e en o u r pr o du c t s a n d
services and their target uses,
by offering partner solutions
with our web hosting packages,
such as PrestaShop, for example.
Despite organi zing our
products l i ke t h is, we st i l l
ended up with ver y different
expectations and usages within
the product lines rather than
the universes! Taking dedicated
servers as an example, we find
that our major partners, CIOs
and IT service companies have
increasingly high expectations
in terms of complex and hybrid
infrastructures. With the arrival
of big data, hybrid cloud and
other technologies, we are raising
the bar and moving towards

STRATEGY

OVH.COM brand

COMPLETE INFRASTRUCTURES
Solutions across 4 universes:
Web, Dedicated, Cloud & Telecom

more comple x technologies.
At the same time, we need to
ensure that our server lines are
simple, perform well and can
be upgraded quickly. Excellent
qualit y and value for money
remain key for startups. We also
need to consider specific usages
for these lines, such as gaming.
That’s how So you Start (SyS) was
born. We have also maintained
and simplified the concept of
Kimsufi - low-cost servers that
appeal not only to students and
startups, but also to emerging
markets which are often ignored
in France.

What about RunAbove?
Where does it stand
amongst the OVH cloud
services?
Run Above is a new brand,
designed for and by the new
generation of developers. We’re
talking about DevOps in the PaaS
generation, and users wanting
e x t reme per for mance c loud
environments that can be used

Specialized brands

MULTI-PURPOSE
SERVERS, BACKUP &
GAME
Startups

SANDBOX, PERSONAL
SITES, REMOTE
DESKTOP
Newbies and
international resellers

CLOUD/STORAGE
Individuals
& professionnals

PUBLIC CLOUD
DevOps

directly. Through this brand, we
can share ideas and communicate,
on the same level, and provide
tutorials to developers, helping
them to overcome any issues.
We will develop this brand,
while strengthening the cloud
services we offer.
Run Above perm its ne w
users, only looking for public
cloud services, to discover our
expertise in dedicated power
and technology while building
a rel at ion sh ip w it h a ne w
communities. OVH.com clients
will soon be able to use Premiere
“by RunAbove” services. We will
offer these services on OVH.com
with the same level of quality,
but for d i f ferent pur p oses.
Sysadmins and CIOs can combine
these extreme performance cloud
resources (VMs, storage) with the
rest of their OVH infrastructure
(vR ac k , D e d i c ate d S e r ve r s,
Dedicated Cloud), especially
for sandbox and managing load
peaks, etc.

What’s the latest on
hubiC?

So you Start and
RunAbove: two
new planets in the
OVH galaxy.

hubiC is the perfect example
of an independent brand that
no w app ea l s to us er s wel l
beyond the OVH.com client base,
throughout Europe, the USA and
further afield. The service is of
course available via the hubiC
website, but you can also get it
in combination with other OVH
solutions; its capacity to combine
with other business solutions,
thanks to its API, continues to
surprise us.

How are the brands and
their services related?
All OVH group brands (OVH,
So you Start, Kimsufi, hubiC,
RunAbove) have one simple mission: to introduce OVH solutions to new audiences while
pushing ourselves further to
meet clients’ needs and improve
business solutions.

Jan. - Jun. 2014 | www.ovh.com |
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STRATEGY

The OVH brands

We’re also improving our line
of interactive tools so we can
bring all our solutions together
under one global vision:
the Web Control Panel, the interactive client zone - you can
already manage all OVH products in here;
the vRack - this enables
you to i nterconnect
your dedicated ser vers,
Dedicated Cloud, Big Data,
and soon RunAbove public
cloud;
consolidated billing - this
is already available in the
Web Control Panel for all
OVH products;
t h e R E STf u l A PI a n d
OpenStack (available for
Run Ab o ve, hubiC a nd
soon Dedicated Cloud),
which we intend to make
as standard as possible
for combining and managing all our services and
brands.

What does this
change in terms of
quality?
We need to bea r in m ind
that the six brands of the OVH
group are all based on the same
infrastructure, so they all benefit
from the OVH quality and numerous cross-functional services.
For example, the Kimsufi line
manages to offer servers with
one of the best anti-DDoS protections on the market as stan-
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So you Start and RunAbove: two new planets in the OVH galaxy

“The arrival of big data, hybrid cloud and
other technologies has made us raise the
bar and move towards more complex
technologies. At the same time, it’s still
really important to keep server ranges
simple and high performance.”
dard at an incredible price. These
infrastructures are built on the
same global networks, the same
datacenters, and follow the same
quality assurance procedures.
Only the ser vices offered and
the technological layers var y.
Every OVH brand is a product of
all the OVH expertise and comes
with excellent business understanding, perfectly adapted solutions, and a specialized team as
a bonus.

How does OVH plan to
support its clients in
these developments?
We’re going to take our time
to explain these developments
step by step and demonstrate
the amazing potential they offer
to ever yone. Many clients we
meet don’t know that the solution they want is already available through OVH. We’ve taken
big steps in 2013 and 2014 to
build our client relationships,
through the OVH World Tour,
OVH Academy, testimonials and
soon brand new tutorials. Every
step will be increasingly targeted and adapted to our clients.
Our approach is both multi-directional, supporting those who

combine solutions, and aimed
at enabling those who only use
a few solutions to get more out
of them. RunAbove, SyS, and
Kimsufi users will notice that
their websites, newsletters and
community forums are developing to improve client relationships and communications.

What should we
remember about this
new brand strategy?
We want to remain faithful
to the OVH values; clients can
choose to work directly with
OVH or one of our specialized
brands. And thanks to the close
l ink bet ween our solutions,
clients have the freedom to combine products from the different brands to exactly meet their
business requirements.
■ Sophie Lavergne

STRATEGY

Offer applicable at time of printing and subject to change.
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The OVH Brands

Scalable
Dedicated Servers
OVH has totally reworked its Dedicated Server offer; users can now choose between three
usage categories: Enterprise, Hosting and Infrastructure.
Mehdi Bekkaï, Product Manager for Dedicated Servers,
explained the philosophy behind each server range.
has been logically re-evaluated. “You
can get the most affordable server of all
three ranges for just €81.99 excl. VAT a
month*. At this price, the user is guaranteed to get the latest technology,
more powerful components, multiple
services, e.g. IMPI/KMoIP, and advanced
support.” What’s more, OVH rewards

loyalty, by applying discounts based on
the length of time that users commit to
keeping their server. Finally, OVH guarantees that the server will remain available and that the price will remain the
same for the first 6 months following
a range update - a measure “eagerly
awaited by our reseller partners.”

la

nce

“At OVH.com, we offer high valueadded servers,” Mehdi told us. “They
can be customized to suit specific client
requirements in terms of RAID, SATA3
disks, SSD or SAS, failover IP blocks,
and bandwidth, etc. We can also deliver
in 120 seconds for standard configurations.” The entry-level price on OVH

At a

g

For the same entry price

ENTERPRISE Server
2 x more RAM
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HOSTING
Server
IPv4s included

INFRASTRUCTURE
Server
The private
multidatacentre
network included

STRATEGY

Enterprise range: powerful
multi-purpose machines to
meet all the needs of an SME
Equipped with solid CPUs (from 6
to 16 cores) and boosted RAM (up to
256 GB), the Enterprise range servers lend themselves to all SME/SMI
internet usage: corporate website hosting, extranet and intranet, messaging, CR M, business applications,
collaborative tools, VPN, newsletters,
backup, etc. “It’s the server that does
everything, ideal for people who want
maximum hardware at the best price.
We think of them as standard servers because the Enterprise range is
not recommended for hosting nor for
building a complex infrastructure.”

The Hosting range: virtualize
and divide your resources
With a geolocatable failover IP pack
directly routed on the machine (from
16 + 32 to 128 IPv4s), the Hosting range
servers are powered by high frequency
CPUs (3.1 GHz+) and equipped with up
to 128 GB RAM. The servers have been
designed for virtualizing resources and
dividing them up among several projects and/or clients. For this reason,
we particularly recommend them for
web agencies, hosting providers and
value-added resellers, and for any

web hosting or VPS hosting activities.
“Hosting servers are isolated from one
another and designed to run autonomously. The user will set up several
VMs on their server, with some serving
as the front-ends, and others hosting
the databases.” The 3-tier architecture
is set up on just one machine, which
is powerful enough to manage multiple virtualization layers. “To summarize, the Hosting range offers the
best value on the market in terms of
resource/power/price/IPs, for dividing
up and consolidating your resources.”

or without a firewall, and VMs and
load balancers complete the system. In
this kind of infrastructure, any sensitive data, such as banking, accounting
or financial data, must be carefully
managed.”

The Infrastructure range:
build complex, scalable
and multi-datacenter
infrastructures

These users are interested in the
fou r ge og r aph ic a l z ones of fere d
by OV H for building a multi-datacenter inf rastr ucture: Roubai x,
Gravelines and Strasbourg in France,
and Beauharnois in Canada. This
infrastructure is suitable for disaster
recover y and business continuit y
planning (DRP/BCP). As a result, the
Infrastructure range clients get the
most out of the powerful global fiber
optic network deployed by OVH around
the world.

Interconnected at no extra cost on
a private multi-datacenter network,
the Infrastructure range servers are
ideal for CIOs of large companies,
IT services companies and software
publishers offering SaaS products
and looking to outsource all or part
of their computing systems. “These
architectures have at least 3 levels
(3-tier)! When information is directly
requested from a server, it communicates with a third machine which
is usually a database. Sometimes it’s
even more complex. Private networks
connect servers together, either with

“ v R a c k 1.5 e n a bl e s m a c h i n e s
located in different OVH datacenters
to be connected on the same virtual rack, including the Beauharnois
datacenter across the Atlantic. You
can build large-scale complex platforms with critical servers isolated
from the internet by virtual private
networks. Later this year, by connecting your fiber optics to one of the 17
OVH PoPs (project “Direct Connect”),
you will also be able to connect this
outsourced architecture to your company’s internal datacentres, within
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Scalable Dedicated Servers

The OVH Brands

Mehdi Bekkaï, Product Manager Dedicated Servers

Storage servers, readyto-go HPC and Big Data
solutions: OVH covers all
requirements
a private network.” The servers of the
Infrastructure range will also appeal
to those looking to combine Dedicated
Servers (with maximum disk I/O), with
internal cloud, Dedicated Cloud and
Public Cloud, so that they can adjust
resources to meet their requirements
in real time. The different components of this hybrid infrastructure
are grouped with one private network.
Finally, the Infrastructure range
servers are equipped with one or two
net work adaptors, which are compatible with the vRack. In the case
of HG and BIG HG model servers, we
are speaking of highly customizable
machines. Each component can be
customized and it’s possible to add
up to 36 disks (144 TB total capacity)!
The user defines each server profile to suit its function within the
infrastructure, such as web front-end,
database management, storage, load
balancing, and to guarantee 100% availability, these machines have been
built to withstand even the most
severe technical incident.” In terms
of redundancy, the T3 machines come
with two 1 Gbps network connections
and two power sources, whereas the

T4 servers (HG and BIG HG) have two
10 Gbps network connections, at least
two processors, two power sources and
two power connections. The T4 servers also benefit from hot-swapping
so that a power pack or faulty RAID
disk can quickly be replaced without
interrupting the server.

Common options and Follow
the Sun support
Although OVH servers come with
d i f ferent con f ig urat ions and a re
designed for different uses, they all
benefit from a common array of services, including a wide range of operating systems which can be installed
in a matter of clicks, a 500 GB FTP
backup, unlimited traffic, the server
location of your choice and even customizable anti-DDoS protection. What’s
more, thanks to being present on three
continents, OVH support is evolving.
It will be provided by the hosting provider’s teams in France, Canada or
Tunisia, depending on the time of day.
For clients that need extra support on
small everyday issues, an advanced
support service is also available as the
first level of facilities management.

OVH has ver y recently rev ised
its Storage dedicated server offers.
These machines are compatible with
OpenStack, Ceph and Lustre systems
and allow storage devices to be distributed between 2, 3 or 4 datacenters, via
a vRack interconnection (an inter-datacenter private network). As a world
exclusive, OVH is also offering 40 Gbps
connection with some models, enabling
transfer speed to be noticeably accelerated. And thanks to brand new 6 TB
helium hard drives manufactured by
HGST, the storage capacity can reach
up to 216 TB!
The Big Data (with 40 Gbps connection on the top range) and HPC ranges
have also been revamped. “Big Data and
HPC go hand in hand. One consists of
carrying out fairly simple operations
on astronomical quantities of data, for
predictive analytics or business intelligence purposes. The other enables
complex equations to be solved at record
speed, enabling small and medium size
businesses to boost their R&D while
keeping a tight control on costs, as clusters can be rented hourly or monthly.”

*Setup fees of €99 to €299 are added to the monthly price of the server (subject to change). No setup fees for 12 month commitments.
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■ Hugo Bonnaffé
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Highly available, high
performance,
dedicated, public, hybrid,
available in one click:
The Cloud Strikes Back

Virtual datacenters, on-demand resources,
an online storage and sharing platform…
OVH Mag invites you to discover
OVH’s 2014 solutions.
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VMware or Microsoft :
OVH releases hypervisor

as a Service
With the arrival of Microsoft Hyper-V, Dedicated Cloud is
adapting more than ever to its clients’ needs.
With the 2014 version, you can also choose between two
host models built around consolidation and performance.
What do these developments bring to the table?
Interview with Hélène Caraux, OVH Product Manager
Why are you offering a new
hypervisor? Were the VMware
solutions not enough?
Hélène Caraux: Since its launch back
in 2010, Dedicated Cloud offers users
maximum choice: host models, storage size, management via vSphere
or vCloud, etc. We’re following the
same logic this year with the arrival
of Microsoft Hyper-V. A number of
our clients repeatedly asked us to offer
this hypervisor; as they deploy these
technologies internally, they wanted
them to be available in a hosted environment. Just as our VMware clients
are delighted to use vSphere for their
hosting, now Microsoft users will also
be able to use Microsoft platforms, but
with some OVH added extras.

Tell us more about these extras.
Offering vSphere or Hyper-V wasn’t
enough, so we put all our hosting expertise into Dedicated Cloud. It has a bunch
of advantages that are often exclusive to OVH: spare hosts delivered in
less than 15 minutes, resources can
be added in less than 5 minutes, and
you can manage the network via the
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hypervisor itself. The result? Clients
have everything they need to manage
their infrastructure in one interface!
It’s amazingly convenient.

Have you added the same
features to Hyper-V as vSphere?
As with vSphere three years ago, the
first thing we did was focus on the basic
features, like adding hosts. We’ll gradually include more options for configuring backups and the network, etc.
As for choosing between vSphere and
Hyper-V, it depends on the clients’

“Offering vSphere
or Hyper-V wasn’t
enough, so we put
all our hosting
expertise into
Dedicated Cloud.”

knowledge and typical usage requirements; interfaces, processes and ways
to configure infrastructures are different, so you need to be agile to go quickly from one to the other.

How do you collaborate with
Microsoft?
We maintain excellent relationships
with Microsoft teams. One of their
experts regularly comes and works
with us. His role is to identify our
needs so that they can be taken into
account when new Hyper-V features
are developed, and to provide support
to our administrators and technicians.
We’re also working with them to launch
Microsoft Azure (formerly Windows
Azure) later on this year.

So with the choice of vSphere,
vCloud, Hyper-V and soon Azure,
what factors should you consider
when choosing a hypervisor?
We can group these hypervisors in
two categories: vSphere and Hyper-V on
one side, and vCloud and Azure on the
other. vSphere and Hyper-V are highly
developed in terms of infrastructure.
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What’s the vRack?

Public

It’s a multi-service and multi-datacenter private network. It allows
you to connect multiple OVH solutions
wherever they’re hosted: in France
(Roubaix, Gravelines, or Strasbourg) or
even in Canada (Beauharnois). Version
1.5 offers one VLAN per vRack, as well
as an unlimited number of VXLANs
for additional isolation. The advantage is that if a database’s performance
on a Dedicated Cloud VM is too restricted, it can be moved to a dedicated
server with SSD disks, and communication can be easily established between
both services. Clients can also sync a
Dedicated Cloud in Roubaix to one in
Strasbourg, or even Beauharnois, as
part of a Disaster Recovery Plan (DRP).

OVH datacenter

OVH datacenter

Your datacenter

What does vRack 2.0 offer?

.

The vRack is a great option for building a hybrid cloud, or strengthening your DRP

For example, you have hosts and data
stores, you choose where to run your
VMs, you configure your high availability, and how you balance your load, etc.
With vCloud and Azure, the layers
becomes abstract. So, for example, you
don’t actually see the hosts, but you
know that many guaranteed and dedicated resources are available to you,
and you know where they’re hosted.
These hypervisors are highly adapted
for clients who don’t have advanced
knowledge or specific requirements in
terms of infrastructure management,
all high availability and load balacing
features are managed directly by Azure
and vCloud. It’s not possible to create
three front-end VMs in cluster mode
and then spread them over three different machines for redundancy purposes, whereas you can do this with
vSphere and Hyper-V.
Cl ients must be aw are of this
when they make their purchase, as
whichever one they choose will deter-

mine how they configure and manage
their service.

In terms of physical resources,
clients can now choose between
Intel and AMD processors. What
are the pros and cons of these
two lines?
To understand the differences, you can
compare these lines to diesel or gasoline engines. The Enterprise line is the
diesel; it uses AMD CPUs and vRack 1.5.
This is the ideal option for a fully outsourced infrastructure, as it enables software licensors and hosting providers to
consolidate their work using CPUs tailored to run multiple VMs at core/thread
distribution level. On the other hand,
professionals requiring VMs with higher
performance will find the Infrastructure
line more suitable. This is the gasoline; it uses Intel CPUs and vRack 2.0
with less cores/threads but higher frequency. This is the best option for hybrid
infrastructures, n-tier architectures,

It offers the same advantages as
vRack 1.5, but isolation is carried
out by up to 4000 authentic VLANs.
Combined with the 20G offered by
the Infrastructure range, it’s perfectly adapted to storage clusters with
large-scale private traffic. If a client
already uses one of our points of presence (PoPs), we can link up their
vRack and extend their 4000 VLANs
to their premises. This is an great
option for building a hybrid cloud,
or strengthening your DRP.

large databases or activities, such as bulk
email, requiring millions of emails to be
sent per hour.

Are professionals already
requesting this service?
Several clients have already set
up their vRacks and we have dozens
of pending requests. Some companies are even planning to carry out
engineering works so they can link
their infrastructures to one of our
nearby PoPs.
■ Christophe Brunet
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At the heart of
Dedicated Cloud 2014
OVH recently launched its new Dedicated Cloud line.
Hardware, software, and network, there’s a ton of new features
on offer. Here’s an insight into the key developments.
Choosing between Intel or
AMD
Previously, OVH only offered AMD
processors on its hosts, but with the 2014
line, clients can get Intel chips. “When
Dedicated Cloud was launched back in
2010, the price-performance ratio of
Intel chips was too high. However, the
manufacturer has made huge efforts
in the last few months to resolve this,
and we now offer two options: the
Enterprise line with AMD - developed
directly from Dedicated Cloud 2013, and
the new Infrastructure option with Intel”
,
explained François Loiseau, SysAdmin
specializing in cloud computing.
For both options, the focus is on raw
performance. The difference between
them is the way these architectures operate. On one hand, Intel offers clients
Hyper-Threading technology, which
instantly enables up to 30% of additional performance. On the other hand,
AMD processors have more cores, enabling you to support more VMs. “We can
compare choosing between these architectures to choosing between gasoline
and diesel engines. Clients just need to
choose the option that suits their needs”
,
François added.
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François Loiseau,
SysAdmin specializing
in cloud computing,
has been working on
the Dedicated Cloud
project since 2010.

Innovative network services
With the Enterprise option (AMD),
clients get 2 x 10 Gbps* on the hosts,
whereas with the Infrastructure option
(Intel), they get 4 x 10 Gbps. This difference is down to the introduction of the
OVH vRack 2.0 service, which allows you
to create dedicated VLANs: “On AMD
hosts, the network is segmented with
Software Defined Networking (SDN);
VMs are isolated using either a subnet,
or a VXLAN. With Intel hosts, clients can
divide their networks directly using up
to 4,000 VLANs on different network
adaptors. Clients have an extra 2 x 10
Gbps for this,” François explained.
As well as enhanced performance,
the vRack 2.0 service offers two interesting advantages. Firstly, it authorizes link aggregation (LACP) on network
cards; clients get 1 x 20 Gbps instead of
2 x 10 Gbps. With the right configuration, you can create a flow of up to 20
Gbps between two VMs! Secondly, it
makes trunking possible. To create a
VM firewall, for example, you can simply
tag the networks on one adaptor within
the virtual machine, instead of using
one network card per VXLAN.

* 2 x 1 Gbps
on hosts M.
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From left to right:
Infrastructure line
hosts (Intel) benefit
from 4 x 10 Gbps.
Clients will
be able to
choose between
NFS and iSCSI
storage protocols.

New storage and network options
Allocation of public IPs will be optional
as more and more companies require
an isolated dedicated cloud that can
only be accessed via their VPN.
In terms of network, clients will have
two options for routing their addresses:
using routers, or the OVH vRack. The
latter allows IPs to be spread across
OVH is planning to eventually implement Single-Root I/O Virtualization (SRIOV) for both options. This technology
enables the VM to mount the network
interface, thus bypassing the virtualization layer, and improving network
performance.

NFS and iSCSI storage
protocols
Initially, only the NFS system will be
supported, but soon OVH will also be
offering iSCSI. With this block-based
technology, performance is slightly
higher, but the number of VMs is restricted. In fact, when a machine writes
through SCSI reservations and VMFS
locking, the number of slots available to
the other machines is reduced. Clients
therefore need to make a decision based
on their usage.
Bear in mind that the iSCSI protocol
requires vSphere 5.1 or later. “From
this version onwards, you get the All
Paths Down and Permanent Device Loss
technologies, which enable you to block
exchanges with an iSCSI volume if a pro-

various different services, such as
Dedicated Cloud, Dedicated Servers,
VPS, etc.
Finally, OVH is offering its most audacious clients a beta version of EMC
storage, which can be configured in
mega performance mode to enhance
communications.
blem arises. This prevents any downtime,
as without these technologies the protocol would keep trying to connect with
the data store, because the VMs would
want to keep writing to it”, François
explained.

vSphere, version 5.5
This development offers a new version
of web client, entirely compatible with
Mac OS X (on Chrome and Firefox), along
with a whole bunch of new features,
such as drag and drop onto the inventory, view filters, recent-item navigation, anti-affinity rules among VMs in
vSphere HA and DRS, and support for
VMDK files up to 62 TB (compared to 2
TB previously).
Also, by the second semester of
2014, OVH will be offering “vSphere
Replication”
, a feature that copies virtual machines to another server in real
time, enabling more aggressive Recovery
Point Objectives (RPOs).
■ Christophe Brunet
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Dedicated Cloud,
talking datacenters

To guarantee that Dedicated Cloud infrastructures remain highly available at all times,
OVH has allocated them speciﬁc rooms in the OVH datacenters, Lionel Deny, Datacenter
Operations Manager explained.
Where do you keep your
clients’ cloud infrastructures?
Since its release back in 2010, we’ve
kept the Dedicated Cloud infrastructure
in rooms specially designated for it in our
datacenters. These rooms are the subject of a lot of attention. They meet the
requirements in Europe for the ISO 27001
certification for providing and operating
dedicated cloud infrastructure (received
in 2013), and in both Europe and North
America for SOC 1 and SOC 2 type 1.

Apart from their high-level
security, what’s so unique
about these rooms?
Ever ything is doubled on OVH
Dedicated Cloud: the cooling system,
electricity, network, routers, switches,
etc. Each Dedicated Cloud server is
powered by two electrical connections
in compliance with Tier 4, the highest
possible guarantee rank in a datacenter,
with 99.99% availability. In short, we’ve
set up an infrastructure of the highest
standard.

Have you made any special
provisions in the datacenters
for Dedicated Cloud 2014?
Yes. Dedicated Cloud 2014 now
includes our vRack solution, which
enables our clients to connect, isolate
and spread their services across one or
several private and secure networks.
With the vRack 2.0, included on the
Dedicated Cloud Infrastructure line,
clients can isolate virtual machines
on their Dedicated Cloud using physical VLANs. With the Enterprise line,
clients can interconnect their cloud
infrastructure with dedicated servers
using vRack 1.5 to create a hybrid cloud.
As the vRack is deployed on our French
and North American sites, our clients
can interconnect their resources across
several datacenters. We’ve therefore
expanded the network infrastructure,
installed the necessary devices (Cisco
Nexus switches), and rolled out over
2000 kilometers of cables. Dedicated
Cloud servers’ connectivity is now huge
– we’ve reached four network cables of
10 Gbps per machine, or 40 Gbps, and
consumption per rack has reached 16

Network, watercooling, electricity…
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kVA. And as the Infrastructure line was
only recently released, we’ve developed tools so that everything can be
automatically deployed on the vRack.

Why did you create new rooms
for Dedicated Cloud?
We limit the number of clients to
1000 per zone so as not to overload the
routers, and to offer optimal service
quality. Once this limit is reached, we
create a new infrastructure. To support
the growth of Dedicated Cloud 2014, we
have created some new rooms in the
RBX2 (Roubaix 2) datacenter. These
rooms now form a second Dedicated
Cloud zone in Roubai x, known as
RBX2b, in contrast to the first, RBX2a.
■ Lorine Schieber

everything is doubled in these rooms.
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SOC 1 and 2 Type 1
strengthen the trust between
OVH and Dedicated Cloud users
OVH’s datacenters in Canada
and France have been accredited
SOC¹ 1 Type I (SSAE 16 and ISAE 3402)²
and SOC 2 type I.
Such a recognition of Dedicated Cloud’s
security levels marks a new milestone,
Thibaud Saudrais, Quality Director
at OVH, explained.
Why did OVH.com need
them?

What are SOC 1 Type I
(SSAE 16 and ISAE
3402) and SOC 2
Type I?
They’re internationally
recognized certificates that
guarantee we’ve got the
procedures and monitoring
controls in place to allow
us to provide a secure and
highly available Dedicated
Cloud service.

Can you tell us more?
SOC 1 Type I (SSAE 3402)
guarantees that our control
objectives are appropriate,
and that controls to pro-

tect our clients’ data are in
place. SOC 2 Type I evaluates
our controls by comparing them to the internat iona l standa rd set out
by the AICPA (American
Institute of Certified Public
Accountants) in its Trust
Services Principles.

Which datacenters
were involved?
KPMG audited our offices,
service and RBX2 datacenter
i n R o u b a i x , o u r SB G1
datacenter in Strasbourg
and P19 in Paris, and finally,
ou r B eau h a r noi s (BHS)
datacenter in Canada, and
the offices in Montreal.

T he y ’r e t he most i n
demand cer t i f icat ions
amongst our clients. They’re
now essential for any company looking for a service
provider in Europe, and even
more so in the US. Any company listed with the NYSE can
only work with sub-contractors who publish an SOC 1
certification (previously SAS
70). An increasing number
of European companies are
asking for SOC certifications for reassurance on their
service provider’s security
levels.
These certifications strengthen the trust between
OVH.com and its clients.
Many professionals ask to
audit our sites, often at the
request of their end client,
but we can’t allow this for
security reasons. However,
they can now ask OVH to provide them with SOC certifications, which serve as a
guarantee of our practices.

In that case, are they
basically used to
reassure your clients?
Yes. The value of SOC 1 and
2 is widely acknowledged
b e c aus e t he aud its go
beyond a simple review of
the description of a safety
management system; they
thoroughly test controls and
service models. All procedures undergo extensive
scrutiny.
This type of report is also
valued because auditors are
independent, and not linked
to the company in any way.
Hence, an audit gives you
the perspective of a client,
or user.

What did the auditors
check specifically?
Security policies, logical
and physical access, serv i c e a v a i l a b i l it y, d at a
confidentialit y, backups,
human resources, training,
amongst others.
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SOC

Auditors were particularly
interested in our record
keeping - or “evidence” as
they call it – to ensure that
we were putting to practice
what we said we were doing.
In addition to the on-site
audit, we showed them our
records, screenshots - over
200 pieces of evidence in
total.
They scrutinized our physical access rights management, for example. Who can
give access rights? How are
our gates and security levels
managed in the different
areas? Who has the right to
give rights to those who can
give rights? They checked
our entire rights management structure to ensure

that we had full control over
procedures and that there
was no way to get around
them. Of course, they also
tested security components,
such as badges.
As for HR, the auditors
checked that our employees
have the necessary skills
and training to carr y out
their jobs, the recruiting
process is well-defined,
safet y training has been
carried out, and that we
follow an iterative training
procedure.
It’s a ve r y e x ten si ve
review that covers a large
area of activities and follows a strict methodology.

¹ Service Organization Controls
² This audit replaces the Statement on Auditing Standards N°7 report
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It’s not enough to have fire
extinguishers in datacenters, for example. They have
to be functional and tested
on a regular basis, and we
need to have maintenance
contracts for them. The
same applies for detection.

Do stricter security
constraints slow
down technological
performance in
innovation?
No. At OVH.com, innovation is our number 1 priority, and security has always
been a major factor of this.
We don’t just adapt ourselves
and keep track of developments; our goal is for every

one of OVH’s clients to appreciate and get the most out of
this performance in a secure
and sustainable way. As for
our service quality, we do
everything possible to shield
those working in innovation
from inertia and unnecessary
constraints.
Which global strategy are
these certifications part of?
They’re the next logical
step in our certification
process. The first step was
to get ISO 27001 to certify
that our information securit y management system
meets the required standards. As we’d written out
our procedures and rolled
out our practices for this
certification, it came in
handy for SOC 1 and 2 Type I.
To d a y, we’ve r eac he d
the second milestone of
our strategy, but we won’t
stop now. Our next objective is to get Type II attestations, and finally SOC 3,
their marketing equivalent.
SOC 1 and 2 type II are based
on a 6-12 month audit of
our procedures, and would
confirm that the efficiency
of our securit y protocol
has attained a level above
Type I. This would be the
third step in our strategy.
Although SOC attestations
have no expir y date, and
there’s no obligation to redo
the audits, we’ve chosen to
carr y out this process on
a regular basis. Clients, of
course, need to see recent
reports.
■ Sophie Lavergne
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“Our turnover from Dedicated Cloud
has increased 400% in two years.”
Partitio is a software house with 35 employees with offices in Toulouse and Paris. Xavier
Tilloles, Manager of the IT engineering department, explains why he adopted Dedicated
Cloud and how he uses it to outsource his clients’ IT systems within private clouds.
Xavier “Tilloles: Our department is responsible for
modernizing and/or extending system and network
infrastructures. Our missions also stretch to outsourcing IT systems and supporting their development in
the long-term. Our clients are very small enterprises,
intermediate-sized enterprises, local authorities, large
transport and aeronautical businesses. They are mainly
based in Greater Toulouse and the Paris region. However
since we’ve offered cloud solutions, our trading area
has expanded. One of the great strengths of the cloud
is that our teams no longer need to be local to deploy
and monitor a project.”

In 90% of cases, you recommend outsourcing
your clients’ IT systems using a private cloud, supported by the OVH.com Dedicated Cloud.
X. T.: “Within dedicated LANs, we divide and isolate our
Dedicated Cloud resources, so we can offer every one of
our clients a fully private space. We provide them with an
infrastructure that’s more resilient than their local one.
Safer, more available, yet also cheaper: for the same level
of service, cloud allows you to reduce your investments
and save money. IT systems development doesn’t cause
an issue: you can add resources in three clicks. And the
increasing needs for employees working outside the office
is catered for. These employees were used to slow access
to the business’s applications from outside of the office.
Today, they access their tools via the OVH fibre network.”

- an attractive prospect at first, but a real headache when
it comes to billing, and a source of anxiety for clients.”

Today you tell your clients that your offers are
supported by the OVH.com infrastructure, but
this hasn’t always been the case.
X. T.: “We were afraid to reveal a recipe that worked
well. Dedicated Cloud makes up 30% of the turnover in
our department; this is a 400% increase in two years! On
the other hand, we didn’t know what kind of reputation
OVH has amongst our decision-makers. We realised that
the company is really valued by IT systems directors and
integrated service networks. Top management is not fully
aware of the, number one, web hosting provider, in Europe,
but we convinced them of its value when we explained the
security standards in place in the datacentres, the innovation policy, etc. So, who cares if people pinch our recipe?
To make a great dish, you of course need good ingredients
and also, and more importantly, a talented chef.”
■ Hugo Bonnaffé
The full interview with Xavier Tilloles will be
available online soon.

As a provider, Dedicated Cloud also makes your
life easier…
X. T.: “We
We save a huge amount of time on deploying, updating and maintaining our systems. Having OVH manage
our hardware take some weight off our shoulders; we have
fewer on-call workers now at Partitio. Finally, the Dedicated
Cloud prices are fixed and transparent. Unlike other providers, OVH doesn’t bill according to your resource usage

Xavier Tilloles, Manager of the IT engineering department at Partitio
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vRack
RBX

SBG

BHS

an insight into the
OVH.com private network
With the vRack (virtual rack), OVH.com offers its clients the
possibility to interconnect all their IT infrastructure components,
located all over the world, via a private network. This is a huge
innovation that meets the growing need amongst companies*
deploying hybrid architectures, combining different types
of resources - physical, virtual, external or internal. Already
awarded the “Best of IT innovation award 2014” prize by Initiative
Mittelstand in Germany (April 2014), the vRack confirms the
ability of the leading European web hosting provider to invent
the future of web hosting and networks.
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vRack 1.5: a private multi-datacenter
network for interconnecting servers
and dedicated clouds
In 2009, OVH.com launched the vRack 1.0 to
respond to the need to connect machines within
a private network. Why? To enable users to bring
together several dedicated servers on one virtual rack. Back then, this feature was only available if the different machines were hosted on
the same site, Roubaix in our case.

Guillaume Delabre,
Network Administrator
at OVH, in front of one
of the fiber racks in the
vRack private network.

“Three years ago, our information flows were
prett y much vertical. In other words, they
flowed from within our datacenters, outside
our datacenters, to the internet”, Octave Klaba
explained. “Now, an increasing part of these
flows is horizontal; machines need to rapidly
and securely exchange data bet ween themselves.” This is the case with e-commerce websites’ N-tier infrastructures that operate a pool
of VPSs and physical servers (some used for
the front-end, others used to house databases
isolated from the public internet), or even Big
Data platforms.
“A few years ago, the web was static. The
user connected to machines to receive standard content. Then, the web became dynamic
with applications generating content based on
the user’s requests, requiring more powerful
servers. Now, connected devices, from PCs to
smartphones, are empty shells with very limited
resources. All intelligence has been transferred
to the datacenters. The servers work in clusters
to generate and process huge volumes of data
before sending the result back to the user’s
workstation.” OVH revealed this major change
well ahead of anyone else. “OVH’s strength lies
in our many highly-skilled users throughout the
world”, Octave continued. “The needs expressed
by a few very innovative startups a few years
ago heralded the most common needs of today.”

Since t hen, OV H.com has e x panded its
datacenter portfolio by setting up datacenters
in Strasbourg and Gravelines in France, and
Beauharnois in Canada. OVH’s line of services
has also significantly grown with the arrival
of storage ser vers, VPS, public (Run Above)
and private (Dedicated Cloud) cloud solutions,
Big Data clusters, etc. “Clients have spread
their machines over several datacenters, and
then created more complex infrastructures
by combining their physical resources with
cloud resources. Naturally, they called for a
way to interconnect their different ser vices
via a private network”, explained Mehdi Bekkai,
Product Manager for dedicated servers. This
was a challenge for the OVH engineers - “We
consulted suppliers, and not just the ones we
already worked with. They hadn’t anticipated
this new need, or rather complete paradigm
shift in network design. It was not an option
for us to wait for suppliers to complete their
R&D; we had to offer our clients immediately
workable solutions”, recalled Guillaume Delabre
of the OVH.com network team. “In particular,
we had to work out how to transport our clients’
vRacks from one datacenter to another. To do
this, we combined several technologies, using
some for different purposes from what they
were originally designed for. The whole thing
materialized in the summer of 2013 when we
deployed a network that was parallel to the one
that connected our datacenters to the net. To
connect the machines to this private network,
we integrated a second network card into the
new server lines that were eligible for vRack, and
the whole second network was wired.” Working
like ants, the datacenter technicians rolled out
nearly 2000 kilometers of cables in under three
months. “We believe that the vRack is indispensable for all the clients who have a number
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One of the Cisco
Nexus 6001 switches
in the vRack network.

The Cloud Strikes Back

of OVH’s services,” Mehdi explained. “This is
why we’ve deployed it on a huge scale; it’s now
included in a large number of our offers.”

Responding to today’s and
tomorrow’s uses
The vRack 1.5 enables the possibility to interconnect different OVH.com services within one
or more private secured networks (VLAN). For
example, Infrastructure, Storage, and Big Data
line servers, as well as Dedicated Cloud, can be
configured with vRack. All of this is immediately
available in a few clicks via the Control Panel or
OVH API. Connected in this way, physical and
virtual servers and VMs exchange data more quickly between each other without passing via the
public network, in total security. Depending on
their machines and their network card, the vRack
user benefits from 1, 10, or 40 Gbps capacity. Mehdi
Bekkai, Product Manager Dedicated Servers, took
stock of vRack’s current uses: “The vRack is most
obviously used to isolate critical web servers, and
therefore attacks and intrusions. N-tier architecture - now the norm for large projects (e-commerce, intranet, etc.) and ensuring performance
and security - is nowadays easier to deploy. As the
vRack enables data to be transmitted more quickly
and securely, it also benefits users that operate
a redundant infrastructure, or one that’s divided
between several faraway datacenters, as part of a
DRP or BCP, or for organizing load balancing based
on their users’ locations. In such cases, the vRack
makes it possible to synchronize all the components of an infrastructure. For the same reasons,
businesses praise the vRack for its critical data
backup on storage servers, or even for its ability
to couple their Dedicated Cloud - hosting multiple
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front-end web applications – with dedicated servers designed to maximize their SQL databases’
performances. Finally, users no longer have to
design an often complex and time-consuming IP
addressing plan for the different components of
their infrastructure; you can attach an IP block
to a VLAN and root it within a private network
using ARP protocol. You no longer need to amend
firewall settings to authorize new hardware’s
private IPs; it’s easier to manage load peaks and
extend an infrastructure horizontally.

Up to 4,000 VLAN to isolate every
client and interconnect applications
“Some clients, impressed by the vRack, asked
us to go even further. Resellers, for example,
would like to isolate every one of their clients
who rents out a number of virtual servers. Large
businesses would like to compartmentalize their
infrastructure by applying strict access filters.”
It was clear that we needed to push the limits
of isolation within the physical private network
that linked up one user’s different services.
“We’ve opted for a technology that makes it
possible to encapsulate VLAN within a VLAN”,
added Guillaume. In concrete terms, a vRack
is deployed between the clients’ various services, meaning a physical connection between
the various machine ports. And, within this
vRack, the client can add up to 4000 VLAN. The
traffic in each VLAN is tagged so that it can be
encapsulated and decapsulated at any point in
the private network that’s configured by the
user. A small yet important detail – the user can
tag each of their VLANs themselves, in other
words, they can choose the number of each of
the sub-networks that will link the services of
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Now, connected devices,
from PCs to smartphones,
are empty shells with
very limited resources.
All intelligence has
been transferred to the
datacenters.
The servers work in
clusters to generate and
process huge volumes of
data. Machines need to
exchange data between
each other, quickly and
securely.

40 Gbps connections
in PortChannel (link
aggregations).

their choice.” Today, Dedicated Cloud clients
already benefit from this increased number
of available VLAN (vRack 2.0). In a few weeks
from now, users with eligible dedicated servers
will also get a vRack that can hold up to 4000
VLAN. “The possibilities to combine physical
and virtual resources within the vRack, and to
multiply VLAN are all the more interesting as,
thanks to load balancing IP, it will soon be possible to spread the load between different services interconnected by a VLAN,” Mehdi added.

Interconnect your internal
datacenter to the PVH datacenters
to create hybrid clouds
“Businesses want to outsource all or part of
their IT system, by isolating it within a private
network. For them, the best solution is a private connection that connects to our datacenters directly from their offices or datacenters,
and that doesn’t pass through the notoriously
untrustworthy public network”
, Mehdi explained.
The OVH.com teams have therefore deployed
new routers to receive its clients’ fiber connections directly from the various points of presence (PoPs) in the OVH.com network. Currently,
a bunch of clients benefit from the Dedicated
Connect service - a 100% private direct connection with no bandwidth or traffic limitations which passes via one or two 1 or 10 Gbps ports,
between their internal IT system and its extension within the OVH.com infrastructures.

The vRack adapts to the changes of
the application hosting market, from
LaaS to PaaS.
“Our clients realized that they were spending
more time setting up applications than coding
them - incredible!” adds Mehdi. This explains
the growing success of software container technology (LXC), in which the developer loads an
application and its dependencies so that it works
on any type of resource. “Creating a container is
virtually instant, whereas a VM can take a few
minutes to boot. This technology, supported by
projects such as Docker, is ideal for spreading
distributed systems over new resources (horizontal scalability). These containers can equally
be added to a bare machine and a VM, the advantage being that you can switch the VM from one
server to another to increase availability.” Going
back to the vRack, it’s an essential component
of this type of architecture. Every one of the
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vRack: an insight into the OVH.com private network

The Cloud Strikes Back
4000 VLANs available in the vRack can support
the creation of 16 million VXLANs. This can be
done easily by the user. “vRack’s complexity is
masked by the API - the developer programs
and automates the creation of these private
networks with simple requests. Technically, it
doesn’t make a difference to them if the VLAN
deployed is an encapsulated VLAN or even a
VXLAN. They just see that it works straightaway.”
Developers become DevOps wizzes, without
necessarily needing advanced network skills.
“We’ve entered the era of Software-defined
networking”, Octave concluded, “but suppliers
haven’t yet caught up with us. As they lack the
adequate hardware, these days we design our
own virtual router so that, in the mid-term,
each user can manage even more precisely this
multi-layered network, and add features and
services. This router - or in reality, software
developed by our engineers which will run on a
standard server – makes it possible for example
to interconnect servers and dedicated clouds
with new services, VPSs, public cloud resources
(RunAbove), and VPNs via the vRack. But that’s
not all. This router - a convergence point of all
a user’s private networks - will also be able to
perform load balancing at Layer 7 (http), 3 and
4 (IP).” The evolution of vRack technology will
be something to watch.
■ Hugo Bonnaffé

Cabling of a vRack
eligible server, with
40 Gbps and a Cisco
Nexus 2000 FEX.

*According to a Gartner study published in September 2013,
70% of businesses interviewed said that the hybrid cloud would
be part of their 2015 strategy.
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High availability and collaborative
applications on two dedicated servers
Édouard G., IT Systems Director specializing in industrial maintenance, wants to give his field teams secured
access via a VPN so they can access their intervention plans, folders and technical product files, and be able
to participate in a shared workspace. The infrastructure must have an optimized level of availability.
Spec
•
•
•
•
•

Redundancy on 2 dedicated servers for high availability
Organization of master/slave
with simplified switch over
Server synchronization via private network
Monitoring server to trigger the
master > slave switch over
Secured access (VPN service)

Solution deployed with OVH
vRack Private Network

IP
IP
IP

VPN

Extranet
Files
GMAO

Server 1 (Master)

Key info
•
•
•
•

3 applications (extranet, GMAO,
and shared messaging service)
1 IPsec VPN service
20 remote users at one time
Nationwide access

Synchro

VPN
Monitoring

IP
IP
IP

VPS

The field teams access the main business
server using their remote devices (via IPsec
VPN). Each service (extranet, file server,
GMAO) has its own failover IP that can be
moved from the master to the slave in the
event of hardware failure.

Server 2 (Slave)

Actions

OVH.COM API

If the master server fails, the monitoring
VPS (Virtual Private Server) uses the OVH
API to trigger the IP failover to transfer from
the master server to the slave server, where
applications are also installed and where the
data from the master is regularly synchronized via the private network. The VPS is also
used to launch/re-launch stand-by services
on the slave server.

Client feedback
‘We opted for two
Infrastructure line
dedicated servers,
powerful in terms of
CPU/RAM’

“My project was both simple and challenging; I wanted to give my employees a more
dynamic way to remotely manage their work
by giving them the necessary material to
work from their mobile devices with secure
access. As availability is critical, I needed
to implement a solution that guaranteed
continued availability during working hours
and continuity of service. We opted for

two Infrastructure line dedicated servers,
powerful in terms of CPU/RAM, which also
enable us to synchronize using the private
network. The considerable memory capacity
gives us the scalability to deploy other applications. Today, my teams access workspaces,
files and our GMAO from all over France in
an environment that’s high performance,
secure and redundant.”
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The Cloud Strikes Back

5 reasons

for choosing a VPS
before moving to
dedicated infrastructures

The OVH team in
Brest monitor the VPS
infrastructure 24/7

Are your projects restricted by your web hosting system?
Are you looking towards dedicated servers but reluctant to take the plunge?
Then look no further than a VPS!

1.

2.

Free yourself from hardware

Choose price and quality

Managing dedicated infrastructures requires a considerable level of
hardware knowledge. As Benjamin
Fichel, Technical Manager for VPS at
OVH, pointed out, “Basing your entire
business on one server, without having
much experience and without knowing
how to secure your platform is a disaster
waiting to happen. You need several
machines to build a solid dedicated
infrastructure, which means a much
greater level of skill in systems administration and a much bigger financial
investment.”

Financially, a VPS is an excellent
compromise. For a modest price,
OVH provides powerful and scalable
resources to bring your projects to
life. And above all, a VPS provides
solid guarantees in terms of availability. “Many developers and smalls
businesses don’t have the budget for
two servers,” Benjamin explained, “As
a result, they are unable to install or
replicate. If the processor or a RAM is
damaged, then their services will not
be available - you can imagine what
effect this has on turnover!”

And that’s where the VPS comes in.
It provides an opportunity to handle
administration without you having to
know from the outset all the subtleties
of hardware. Amongst other things, it’ll
stop you panicking over minor component issues, as the OVH teams and
systems (see box) will act immediately. “With a VPS, gone are the sleepless
nights spent reinstalling your data when
a disk packs in! The service reboots automatically on another physical server,
without losing any data.”

OVH has used its internet and cloud
computing expertise to build a robust
architecture for its virtual private servers. Maximum uptime is guaranteed
and is largely based on the strength
of Dedicated Cloud, which has been
awarded several international prizes.
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3.

4.

Prioritize simplicity

Save time

Making the move from a web hosting
package where absolutely everything is
managed by OVH, to a dedicated server
where you have total control and potentially the risk of breaking your server, is
enough to make anyone break into cold
sweats. The VPS has thus been designed
to make this transition as smooth as
possible. OVH provides a set of features
for its virtual servers in the Web Control
Panel. These tools enable you to take
control of your VPS and carry out the
essential operations with ease: reboot,
reinstallation, upgrade, activation of
options and monitoring, and you don’t
need an advanced knowledge of server
management.

Whether you’re looking to concentrate on your core business (e.g. hosting websites and applications), or
you’re taking your first steps in server
administration, a VPS allows you to
save precious time. Resources are instantly available and the software that
runs them can be deployed in a few
clicks. Bare distributions, preinstalled
content management systems, control
panels and even development architectures, OVH offers a total of over
15 ready-to-go work environments
with every VPS purchase, and you can
change your resources at any time on
reinstallation.

Developers should bear in mind that
they can also access all these features
via a secure, comprehensive and easyto-use application programming interface (API) that uses REST technology.

5.

Open doors

A VPS will fit perfectly into hybrid architecture, whether it’s used as
the first building block or an infrastructure add-on. “Some developers
stick with virtual private servers because they feel at ease and they don’t want
the hassle of managing the hardware,” Benjamin explained. “However, many
professionals use them for certain stages of their projects - the test phase in
particular - and dedicated servers for others. The two environments really
complement each other.”
■ Christophe Brunet

Human intervention when you need it
All functions available to users - reinstallation, reboot, shutdown, adding IPs, etc. - are monitored
24/7 by an on-call team. If the slightest issue occurs, the OVH specialists are ready to take over and
ensure it gets sorted out as quickly as possible. “Rebooting a VPS takes around 30 seconds”, Benjamin
Fichel added. “If an error occurs for any reason during this request, we will intervene immediately.
The reboot will take a little longer than expected - under 5 minutes - but it will be followed through
right to the end. It’s a real measure of quality for our clients; all their requests are dealt with quickly.”
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Infographie Hubic qui existerai en anglais...
http://www.ovh.com/fr/news/a1537.hubic-data
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The Cloud Strikes Back

hubiC puts itself up there with the
world leaders in online storage
After attracting more than 400,000 users in just two and a half years of existence, OVH’s
online storage solution hubiC, has proven to be a real tour de force. The leading French
brand in the market, hubiC continues to grow on an international scale and has ambitions
to reach an even larger audience by distributing its solution to shops.

Smaller prices, higher volumes

API offers new ways to use hubiC

Since February, users have been able to
choose from unbeatable prices: either
100 GB for €1/month or 10 TB for €10/
month, translating to just €0.012/month
for one gigabyte. Since then, the two new
commitment-free products have begun
offering a monthly payment option. “The
volume of data generated by every individual has escalated over the past few
years”, explains Adélaïde Moulière, Product
Manager for hubiC.

Our internal teams are continuously
enhancing hubiC applications. We’ve introduced a smartphone backup option on
mobile apps (coming soon to WP8), and
we’re currently working on a desktop
application for archiving data.

An IDC study predicts that the number
of folders we make and store for photos,
videos, music, documents, etc. will multiply
30-fold by 2020. “hubiC is getting ahead
of the game by offering huge volumes of
storage. Users are therefore no longer
forced to choose which folders they want
to store safely in the cloud.”

But Vincent Cassé, hubiC Developer,
told us that the most exciting developments are happening elsewhere. “The
hubiC API has enabled developers to start
making their own applications, for example, a module to interface hubiC with
the Thunderbird email client. Also, the
continuous requests from hubiC users to
combine hubiC with Synology have paid
off; the NAS manufacturer has announced
that they’re working on making their solution compatible with ours.

Top-up cards on multimedia
shelves
hubiC offers a solution for storing and
accessing your data. You don’t put your
folders at risk of hardware breakdown
or loss, and you can access all your data
from connected devices. Hence, it targets
a wide public.
“For people who still buy physical hardware in shops, such as hard disks, USB
flash drives, and are unaware of the
concept of online storage, hubiC often
responds better to their needs, and costs
less,” Adélaïde commented. “This is what
inspired the idea for creating hubiC in the
form of 500 GB, 1 TB and 2 TB top-up
cards. They have been available for a
short time on the hard disk and photo
shelves in 130 Auchan superstores (in
France), and they will help make cloud
storage available to the masses.”

■ Hugo Bonnaffé
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“developers talk to developers”
In April 2014, OVH launched RunAbove, an extreme performance public cloud solution
aimed at developers and DevOps. We chatted to three of this new brands’ architects:
Adélaïde Moulière, Maxime Hurtrel and Pierre Ourdouillé.
Where did you get the idea for RunAbove
from?
Adélaïde Moulière: In the cloud market, developers are
people who need specific support on top of resources, and
they don’t necessarily visit OVH.com for this. We therefore wanted to change the way we addressed them, while
drawing on the OVH group’s strengths, such as our network
and hardware.
Maxime Hurtrel: The arrival of the DevOps
mo vement h as a l s o c h a nge d t h i ng s.
Developers now also think about getting
their application out live, and even doing
this themselves. Yet they don’t want all the
work of a systems administrator. RunAbove
is therefore the ideal solution; developers in
DevOps can forget about hardware limitations, and maintain excellent performances

But why create an independent brand?
Didn’t RunAbove have a place on OVH.
com?
Pierre Ourdouillé: RunAbove heralds a new IT era for
OVH. Our clients can orchestrate high performance scalable infrastructures from one or more virtual machines
(VMs), without any knowledge of systems administration. To respond to the needs of this new target market
(DevOps), we therefore created a new identity,
with a team that makes their own decisions and
operates independently.
From left to right:
Adélaïde Moulière,
Maxime Hurtrel, and
Pierre Ourdouillé
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The Cloud Strikes Back

RunAbove: “developers talk to developers”

Who’s behind RunAbove?
A.M.: It’s a multicultural and multilingual team of 14 people, based
in Poland (Wroclaw), France (Brest,
Roubaix) and Canada (Montreal). The
majority of these enthusiasts contributed to the success of hubiC, another
one of OVH’s brands. Another strength
is that we have an “all hands on deck”
approach; we don’t have programmers on one side and marketing on
the other. Here, developers talk to
developers.

How does RunAbove differ
from other public cloud
offers?
A.M.: Several businesses are operating in this niche, but
performances are not usually good. Moreover, companies
only meet a fraction of the needs, with offers focused on
calculation (providing VMs). RunAbove, however, also
offers storage, and, over the next few months, it will offer
more and more products for orchestration (automated
management of complex infrastructures – editor’s note).
M.H.: Take the world leader in public cloud. Their prices
aren’t easy to understand, and they have a lot of different
pricing conditions. They’ve even created a business around
it, by offering chargeable solutions for calculating quotes!
RunAbove offers a simple pricing structure and users can
look ahead to the future and know how much their service
will cost at the end of the month.

How do you guarantee RunAbove
performances?
P.O.: You only have one VM for each physical host server,
enabling some clients to get even better performances
than they would with a dedicated server. And on top of
that, you get the virtualization features: high availability,
quick disaster recovery, API compatible OpenStack, etc.

Why did you choose OpenStack to
manage the RunAbove infrastructure?

from scratch just because we’re creating a new brand – our
object storage already has 2 billion objects in production!

What are the main developments in the
pipeline?
M.H.: We offer IaaS cloud, but we’re veering towards PaaS
as it’s in high demand amongst our users. The aim is to be
compatible with all technologies that enable developers to
easily access a personal PaaS platform. As for our services,
we’re going to offer new advanced network features, such
as high availability with floating IPs.
A.M.: We’re also working on a cold storage service, designed
to archive data. We’ll stand out again for our really competitive prices and simple billing.

What made you decide to provide Docker,
a system of software containers?
A.M.: With current technologies, a developer no longer
needs to worry if their application will run on a physical
server, instance, etc. Docker also makes it possible to do
away with the infrastructure provider. This makes the
whole orchestration even easier.

A.M.: These technologies are also valued as they’re standardized and interoperable. A user can easily migrate their
data to us, and vice-versa.

M.H.: In practice, the developer packs their application
with all the software layers behind it: the correct version of Ruby, the correct gem of Ruby on Rails… in short,
their whole environment. Afterwards, like in shipping
goods, they load their containers on to whichever boats
they choose. They can, for example, split their containers
between two providers - one in Europe and the other in
Asia – to get closer to both markets, without having to
repackage a thing.

P.O.: Let’s not forget we’ve got a good knowledge of
OpenStack after developing hubiC. We don’t have to start

■ Christophe Brunet

M.H.: OpenStack quickly proved to be the tool of reference. We opted for open source and we plan to actively
participate in the open source community.
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How do you
create a scalable
application with
RunAbove?
An example with
photo storage

By Vincent Cassé,
Developer at OVH
Vincent works mainly on
Public Cloud and hubiC. He
designs tools that help
developers get the best
out of their OVH APIs.

You’re finally here!
A f t e r m o nt h s o f
chewing over different ways to store
photos, you’re going
to make your idea for
an application a reality. But before typing
your first line of code,
think about designing
it to cope with the buzz
that it could quickly
create.

Stor i ng on l i ne
is eas y. For yea rs,
uploading data has
been managed by
different languages from an HTTP form. But when
these applications gain in popularity, they raise
an issue: “How do I manage so much information
effectively?”

What technical solutions are available?
Often the easiest way to store data online is using
a server’s hard drive. However this solution
raises two major questions: “how do you manage
backups to ensure you don’t lose data if the hard
drive crashes?”, and “how do you ensure service
stays up when the hard drive is full?”
You can add a second hard drive, but that presents
a new challenge: “How can you quickly locate a file?”
You would need a database that links the filename
to the hard drive, where the file is located. In short,
this would mean modifying your application’s code
during a crash (since the hard drive is full). But
nobody wants to do that at 2am… so perhaps hard
drives aren’t the best solution.
You can also use databases. They allow you to distribute your resources to scale with demand. But
they were designed to structure textual data rather
than binary data. You also need to manage backups,
replication, the issue of full hard drives, etc.
Then you’ve got object storage! This is a system based
on a key-value principle. This means that each
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How do you create a scalable application with RunAbove?

The Cloud Counter-Attack

binary can be found and modified from a unique key.
Object storage takes care of managing data distribution over different disks and also offers redundancy.
You don’t need to worry about hard drives getting
full, or managing your backups. This is probably
the best solution for storing binary data efficiently!

RunAbove offers
an object storage service
with added extras:
1. Data is replicated three times
2. Read and write access
to data is very quick
3. You pay for what you use

The last point is a real bonus for when you’re developing and launching your application; there’ll be
no significant costs, and your application will be
already set to hold the load.

How does RunAbove object storage
work?
Object storage is made up of various namespaces
called containers that can store units of data based
on a unique identifier. In other words, to retrieve
a specific piece of data, you need to know which
container it’s stored in as well as the key that identifies it. You have to have one key per container.
RunAbove object storage is based on Swift. This
is an OpenStack component, the open source suite
that makes it possible to manage cloud computing.
Swift offers an API making it possible to access
data¹, and it can be used from the RunAbove SDK.
To create script with the RunAbove SDK, you first
need to create application identifiers.² You will
then retrieve a token known as a Consumer Key,
enabling you to log in to your RunAbove account.
Keep in mind that you will need this information
to log in to your database, so keep it in a safe place.
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To retrieve a Consumer Key, we’re going to use
RunAbove’s Python SDK. It’s very quick to install:

1
2
3

git clone https://github.com/runabove/python-runabove
cd python-runabove
python setup.py install

To retrieve a Consumer Key, you can use the following code:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

from runabove import Runabove
ak = ‘your_app_key’
as = ‘your_app_secret’
run = Runabove(ak, as)
print “Login url: ” + run.get_login_url()
raw_input(“When you’re logged, press Enter”)
print “Consumerkey: ” + conn.get_consumer_key()

This script will retrieve the address where you’ll
need to log in to your RunAbove account. The token
that authorizes you to connect with your object store
will be displayed.
Next, if your want to send a new binary object, just
use the following code:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

from runabove import Runabove
ak = ‘your_app_key’
as = ‘your_app_secret’
ck = ‘your_consumer_key’
region = ‘BHS-1’
container_name = ‘default’
object_name = ‘object_test’
run = Runabove(ak, as, consumer_key=ck)
container = run.containers.create(region, container_name)
container.create_object(
object_name,
‘This is the content’,
content_type=’text/plain’
)
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1
2

Initially, several variables will define the identifiers, the datacenter where the object store is
located, and the name of the container and object
in question.

The template will upload on the /show/<name>
page. HTML will load with URL as a variable, enabling
you to access a file in the object storage (variable
img_url).

If the application needs to list all of the available
objects on RunAbove, replace put_object with the
following code:

You can authorize access to all users by making the
container public. You can do this in the Manager in
“Expert Mode”, under the “Containers” tab. You’ll
find the “Make public” button under the “More”
menu of your container.

for obj in container.list_objects():
print “ - %s” % obj.name
Finally, to delete any data, the following line does
the job like a dream:

1

obj.delete()

Basically, it’s as easy to manage data in the
RunAbove object store as it is to manage a system with
files. In addition, RunAbove offers scalability, security, and prices based on how much you use your site.
Now, we’ll integrate RunAbove into your application.

Integrating RunAbove into your
application
Let’s imagine that your application is developed in
Python, for which RunAbove has an SDK. The platform uses the bottle web-framework that enables
you to create websites in this language.³
It’s easy to access an image by entering its name:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

@route(‘/show/:name’)
@view(‘upload.html’)
def show_one(name):
img_url = str.join(‘/’,
[swift_endpoint,
container_name,
name])
context = { ‘public_url’: name,
‘url’: img_url }
return (context)

Uploading files is also easy:

10 @route(‘/upload’, method = ’POST’)
1 @view(‘upload.html’)
2 def do_upload():
3
filename = request.forms.get(‘name’)
4
upload = request.files.get(‘upload’)
5
6
# Transform your image
7
8
# upload file to Swift
9
container.create_object(
10
filename,
11
open(transformed_file)

First, retrieve the information from the form and
transform the sent image (truncated code). You’ll find
this photo in transformed_file before it’s uploaded
into the object store.
The application code is available in full if you want
it for reference.

Conclusion
Although it seems scary at first, modifying code
to use cloud computing to host data is pretty easy.
If we also compare the cost of RunAbove with how
much it costs to upkeep file systems, RunAbove
becomes the obvious choice.

¹ http://developer.openstack.org/api-ref-objectstorage-v1.html
² https://api.runabove.com/createApp/ et https://community.runabove.com/knowledge-base/article/how-to-use-runabove-api
³ http://bottlepy.org
� https://github.com/runabove/python-runabove/tree/master/examples/facecat/
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What’s new with the support service?

Here to help you
24/7
You can now get commercial and technical support that
comes with your dedicated servers at any time of day
or night, at no extra cost. This Follow the Sun support is
provided by our own OVH teams, spread over two continents.

1 support
service,
3 teams
OVH has organized its support
service on the North-American
emergency services model, and
set up 3 separate teams. Already
in operation on this side of the
Atlantic , it will also be rolled out
in France and Europe in the fall.

FASS

It’s 3 am on a Sunday. You’re woken
by a monitoring alert. Panic! Your
e-commerce website has gone down!
To make sure that this doesn’t negatively impact your business, you need
immediate adv ice and solutions.
Luckily, OVH specialists are still up,
with their headsets glued on, and ready
to help.
These advisors are part of our web
hosting support strategy for our dedicated server users. We called it Follow
the Sun because our local teams are
based in different time zones, giving
you guaranteed commercial and technical support at any time of the day
or night. “Dedicated server clients
often host critical services,” explained
Jérôme Weiss, OVH Support Manager.
“With Follow the Sun, we want to show
them that we’re always ready to help
in emergencies. It’s a way to guarantee
security and tranquility.”

Our advisors are real people
OVH decided to take advantage of
its international growth to provide
this ser vice without disrupting its
employees’ family lives. At 8 pm,
when the advisors based in France are
wrapping up their final calls, all calls
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are transferred at no extra charge to
Montreal, where it’s only 2pm. This
OVH team, 100% bilingual in English
and French, has the same know-how
as its European counterpart. “When we
recruit and train new employees, we
always aim for quality,” Jérôme clarified. “Training our employees in half
a day using a basic handbook, as is the
case in many call centers, is totally
out of the question for us.” At OVH,
we provide a minimum of three weeks
training before an advisor takes their
first call.”
Even our North-American clients
are surprised by this top-class service. “They’re taken aback when they
reach a real person in the middle of the
night,” Jérôme continued. “So often,
they would be greeted by a voicemail
or an offshore call center in India, for
example.”
Available to North America and
France since April 2014, Follow the
Sun support could soon be available
to all our Worldwide Dedicated Server
clients, as many of our advisors in
Montreal are bilingual, and offer services in French, English and Spanish.
■ Christophe Brunet

The first response team
The FASS (First Aid Specialist Squad)
agents know how to apply first aid to
OVH products. They’re enthusiastic
sysadmins that use OVH products on a
daily basis. These excellent communicators will stay in contact with you and
will keep you updated on your requests
at all times.

SWAT

The tactical team
The SWAT (Special Weapons and
Tactics) technicians intervene in all
delicate situations. These sysadmins
are trained every day to deal with the
most unlikely scenarios and they are
known for their ability to analyze complex situations and find the solutions
in record time.

DERT

Digital firefighters
The Datacenter Emergency Response
Team is on site all times in the
datacenter, in immediate proximity to
the servers. Day and night, they intervene quickly on the OVH racks, which
have been built and optimized to facilitate speedy interventions.
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